Azodicarboxamides as template binding motifs for the building of hydrogen-bonded molecular shuttles.
Azodicarboxamides (R(2)NCON=NCONR(2)) are shown to act as new templates for the assembly of unprecedented azo-functionalized hydrogen-bond-assembled [2]rotaxanes. Moreover, these binding sites can be reversibly and efficiently interconverted with their hydrazo forms through a hydrogenation-dehydrogenation strategy of the nitrogen-nitrogen bond. This novel chemically switchable control element has been implemented in stimuli-responsive molecular shuttles that work through a reversible azo/hydrazo interconversion, producing large amplitude net positional changes with a good discrimination between the binding sites of the macrocycle in both states of the shuttle. These molecular shuttles are able to operate by two different mechanisms: in a discrete mode through two reversible and independent chemical events and, importantly, in a continuous regime through a catalyzed ester bond formation reaction in which the shuttle acts as an organocatalyst. In this latter, the incorporation of both states of the shuttle into this simple chemical reaction network promotes a dynamic translocation of the macrocycle between two nitrogen and carbon-based stations of the thread allowing an energetically uphill esterification process to take place.